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In the first of our series “ESG in Fund Finance” articles, we summarise and examine the recent
publication “A Guide to the Application of Sustainability-linked Loan Principles in Fund Finance”

Background

The consideration of sustainability and environmental, social and governance ("ESG") issues
continue to be a focus for investment funds and financial institutions globally. Sustainability-
related regulation, investor demand, and an increased awareness of ESG-related risks and
opportunities have accelerated the demand for and consideration of ESG issues in fund finance
transactions. 

Industry standards (such as the Green Loan Principles ("GLP") and Sustainability-linked Loan
Principles ("SLLPs")) have also continued to evolve and adapt to market practice, regulation
and the increased focus on transparency and greenwashing. As the sustainable finance and
investment sector analyses these loan products, the LSTA and Loan Market Association
("LMA") have published additional guidance and tools including the LSTA’s Drafting Guidance for
Sustainability Linked-Loans and the LMA’s Draft SLL Provisions. This drafting guidance provides
the market with an invaluable starting point for sustainability-linked loan terms allowing parties
to focus on credible impact through selection of robust key performance indicators ("KPIs") and
sustainability performance targets ("SPTs"). 

New Guide to structuring SLLs in Fund Finance

In March 2024, the APLMA, LMA, LSTA, and the Fund Finance Association released a first
sector specific guide for fund finance - A Guide to the Application of Sustainability-linked Loan
Principles in Fund Finance (the "Guide"). The Guide provides market participants with practical
guidance on the application of the SLLPs in fund finance transactions and identifies and
considers the specific challenges when structuring fund finance transactions as sustainability -
linked loans ("SLLs").

Sustainability-linked Loans or Green and Social Loans?
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SLLs, unlike green or social loans, can be used for general purposes (including the payment of
fees) provided that the core components of the SLLP are adhered to. The focus of SLLs is on
improving the sustainability performance of the borrower through the selection of KPIs and
SPTs which comply with the criteria set out in the SLLPs.  Whilst the Guide focusses primarily
on SLLs, market participants should also consider whether a green or social loan (use-of
proceeds loans) or a combination of use-of proceeds loans and SLLs may be a useful
alternative for certain fund finance transactions. This may be the case, for example, where loan
proceeds can be used to finance green or social investments, eligible green or social projects
and/or for impact funds. Certain sectors (such as infrastructure, renewable energy etc) and
ancillary operations related to such sectors may also align more easily to a use-of-proceeds
structure particularly where taxonomy alignment and/or disclosures under Article 8 and 9 SFDR
can also be taken into account.

What are the challenges of putting in place SLLs in the context of a fund finance deal?

The Guide usefully sets out the key challenges faced by market participants when considering
SLLs in a fund finance transaction with a number of these going to effective selection of KPIs
and calibration of SPTs. These considerations will differ depending on whether the transaction
is structured as a capital call, NAV/ABL, hybrid or GP financing product. 

The challenges when incorporating SLLs in fund finance can be grouped into several
categories, predominately around the specifics of those facilities, nature of participants and the
availability of data.

The availability of quality and relevant data remains a challenge across the sustainable finance
and investment sector and fund finance is no exception. These can be particularly difficult in a
fund finance transaction because borrowers (especially in the context of the capital call
facilities) will typically be newly established funds with little or no historical data, no proven ESG
strategy or polices and insufficient operational information at fund level. In addition, in contrast
to the corporate loan context, where borrowers are generally able to maintain a fair degree of
control over their business affairs and progress towards the achievement of set metrics, in fund
finance there is an inherent degree of uncertainty and a lack of control over the fund’s pipeline
of investments or opportunities. This makes the selection of KPIs and SPTs according to the
criteria set out in the SLLP potentially challenging. Tensions may also arise where different
sustainability strategies and ESG factors are considered at different levels.

The Guide refers to various approaches being used in the market (including KPIs linked to (i) a
percentage of investments, (ii) the operations of portfolio companies holding the investments,
metrics set for the fund or a sub-set of fund activities and  the gradual phasing of KPIs) and an
indicative set of KPIs used in fund finance transactions is set out in the Appendix to the Guide.
The Guide also suggests reference to historical performance of previous investment funds by
the same parties where relevant and comparable. It will be interesting to see whether the
proposed regulation of and industry codes of conduct relating to ESG-rating providers may also
result in an increased use of ESG ratings as a KPI (see LMA Horizon’s commentary).

Some fund financings have a relatively short life, with tenors of 1-3 years in many cases,
subject (usually) to extensions. It is also common that the margin adjustments in general SLLs
usually start only after the first year of the facility given a need to establish various data points
for measurement and time for a verification of the relevant metrics. In the fund finance context,
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such misalignment is further exacerbated by the availability of historical data or a lack thereof,
as many borrowers are newly formed vehicles, in particular with respect to capital call facilities.
In some cases, “sustainability amendment event” concept from the SLL drafting guidance has
been used to address some of these concerns.

The cost and process of verification has also been raised as barrier to structuring SLLs.
Diversity and quantity of investments not only potentially increases the cost of verification
(particularly if undertaken on an investment by investment basis) but can also make the
process of annual reporting more costly and time-consuming. A combination of these factors
can make the SLL product appear to be less economically viable and efficient particularly if the
requirements for a SLL (including reporting and verification for example) go beyond those
required by investors. The use of sustainability coordinators and parties agreeing the scope of
and approach to verification early in the process can address some of these concerns as can
the more efficient use of information prepared for other purposes (such as disclosure and
reporting (see regulatory commentary in recent LMA Horizons).

Conclusion

ESG integration and the use of sustainable loan products in fund finance transactions
continues to evolve rapidly. The size and strength of the fund finance sector emphasise the
potential role that the sector has in allocating sustainable capital by lenders, achieving impact
through the selection of KPIs and delivering on sustainability-related KPIs of banks, funds,
sponsors and investors. Given the multiple layers of impact, the fund finance sector is also well
placed to deliver “transition impact” and ESG alignment can enhance liquidity for GPs.  

The Guide is an important first step to considering the challenges faced by the fund finance
sector globally and setting out potential solutions and key considerations. Over the coming
weeks, our ESG Practice and Fund Finance Practice will bring you further insights including a
conversation with the trade associations, the lender’s perspective and GP Solutions.  

For further information on our ESG in Fund Finance Toolkit please contact Radhika Radia.

Resources

Unlocking Sustainability-Linked Loans
 Click here to access a podcast hosted by Sukhvir Basran (Cadwalader) in conversation with

Tess Virmani ("LSTA") and Gemma Lawrence-Pardew ("LMA"). The podcast addresses some
of the most frequently asked questions raised by market participants on sustainability-linked
loans.

Integrating ESG into Fund Finance
 Click here to access an article by Gemma Lawrence-Pardew summarising the key drivers,

challenges and opportunities behind the uptake of SLLs in fund finance transactions.

Horizons
 Click here to access Horizons, the Loan Market Association’s ESG Regulatory Review. As

Sustainability Counsel to the LMA, Sukhvir Basran drafted the regulatory chapter, bringing
together a round-up of key EU Regulation, ESG Standards, Guidance and Toolkits, and
Consultations.
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A Guide to the Application of the Sustainability Linked Loan Principles in Fund Finance
 Click here to access a Guide to the Application of the Sustainability Linked Loan Principles in

Fund Finance, which acknowledges various challenges and potential solutions. The guide was
published in March 2024 by a joint working group of the Loan Syndications and Trading
Association, Loan Market Association (“LMA”), Asia Pacific Loan Market Association and Fund
Finance Association.

https://www.lma.eu.com/application/files/4417/0963/8357/A_Guide_to_the_Application_of_the_SLLP_in_Fund_Finance.pdf


Sponsors Seek Unique Revolver Control
April 19, 2024

By Angie Batterson
Partner | Fund Finance

By Ryan B. Leverone
Associate | Corporate Finance

Cadwalader partner Angie Batterson and associate Ryan Leverone were extensively quoted for a
story, “Sponsors Seek Unique Revolver Control,” which appeared in the March 28 edition
of LSEG LPC, the publication of the London Stock Exchange.

The article discussed how private equity sponsors are seeking greater control over who
participates in revolving lines of credit extended to their portfolio companies, which may alter
how banks compete for business. While borrower consent, which allows a company to approve
who buys its loan, is standard in a typical loan trade, it is not common in a participation
agreement – and banks are adjusting their approach to address this development.

“This gives [the buyer] more wiggle room to negotiate the terms, and it’s an interesting reason
why people do it,” Angie said. “Sometimes the buying bank doesn’t want to be that involved;
they don’t want to be the lender of record; they just want to get the economics. And sometimes
the selling lender has a relationship with the borrower, and they don’t want the borrower to think
they are offloading a bunch of these loans.”

Ryan added, “The seller [of a participation], while they retain the bare title, sold a beneficial
interest to a third party and, provided they’ve structured the transaction to be a ‘true
participation’ under New York law, can move that participated amount off of their balance sheet
under GAAP for regulatory capital purposes. And that is a hot topic right now.”

Read it here.

Angie and Ryan have previously written on this same topic for Cadwalader’s Fund Finance
Friday; read their earlier insights here.
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Wes Misson Named a 2024 “Leader in the Law”
April 19, 2024

Cadwalader partner Wes Misson has been named a 2024 “Leader in the Law” by North Carolina
Lawyers Weekly.

Wes, who is Head of Fund Finance in the U.S., co-chair of Cadwalader’s Finance Group, and a
member of the firm’s Management Committee, was selected for his “outstanding contributions
to the practice of law in North Carolina, significant achievements through the practice of law,
leadership in improving the justice system, acting as role models and mentors, and making
essential contributions to North Carolina’s legal community and/or the community at large.”

In his profile Wes, who noted his childhood dream was to play quarterback for the Dallas
Cowboys, cited as his biggest accomplishment as “building my business alongside my mentor
from a two-lawyer start-up to now an 85-lawyer team within America’s oldest Wall Street law
firm. It’s a legacy that will last and be handed down to generations of lawyers.” When asked for
advice he would give to aspiring lawyers, Wes offered “be humble, hardworking, reliable and
responsive.”

Wes and his fellow 2024 honorees will be recognized by the publication at its annual event on
April 25 in Raleigh.

Read it here.
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Cadwalader Welcomes New Team Member
April 19, 2024

We are very pleased to announce Fund Finance Senior Associate Olivia Stewart has returned to
Cadwalader. 

Olivia represents banks and financial institutions as lenders and lead agents in structuring,
negotiating and documenting subscription credit facilities for private equity funds.

Olivia received her J.D. from the University of South Carolina School of Law, where she served
as Editor in Chief of the South Carolina Law Review and was elected as a member of the Order
of the Coif. She received her B.A. from Roanoke College in political science with a
concentration in legal studies.

Welcome back, Olivia!
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WFF Americas: Please join us for AI Development in the Financial
World Presented by WFF (NYC) x NextGen Americas x Moody’s
April 19, 2024

Women in Fund Finance (NYC), NextGen Americas and Moody's are delighted to invite you to
a panel discussion on AI's transformative role in finance. Panelists Anna Garcia (Founder and
Managing Partner of Altari Ventures), Brett Martin (Co-Founder and Managing Partner of
Charge Ventures; President and Co-Founder of Kumospace; Adjunct Professor at Columbia
Business School) and Cristina Pieretti (General Manager, Head of Digital Insights, Moody’s) will
speak about the current investment climate in AI, latest AI technology as well as real life
implementation of AI in fintech. The panel will be moderated by Annabella Kwei, (VP of
Originations, Stifel Bank; 2024 NextGen Member of the Year).

Event Details

Date: Monday, May 20th, 2024

Time: 5:00pm - 8:00pm EDT (Check-in starts at 5:00)

Location: Moody’s Office, 250 Greenwich Street New York, NY 10007 52th floor

Drinks & refreshments will be provided at reception following panel discussion.

Space is limited, RSVP by May 17th to reserve your spot! This event is open to members of
Women in Fund Finance sponsor firms along with the Fund Finance Association NextGen
community.

Registration is open on a first-come, first-served basis. If this event becomes oversubscribed,
Women in Fund Finance and FFA NextGen reserve the right to limit attendees from each firm.

Register here. 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wff-x-nextgen-x-moodys-present-ai-development-in-the-financial-world-tickets-877526815327?aff=oddtdtcreator


Fund Finance Hiring
April 19, 2024

Fund Finance Hir ing

Here is who's hiring in Fund Finance: 

M&T Bank is looking for a Senior Underwriter/Portfolio Manager, Fund Banking to join their
team in New York. The position is responsible for evaluating and determining, monitoring and
assessing the credit risks of larger, more complex commercial clients through detailed financial
statement analysis, industry assessment, collateral valuation, cash flow analysis and the ability
to repay annual debt service. If you’re interested in learning more, the full job description can
be found here.

Please apply online:www.mtb.com/careers Requisition ID: R61520

M&T Bank Corporation is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, including
disabilities and veterans.

Member FDIC
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